
A CSA Level 1 Certification and
Cyber Essentials Recertification
Project 

Aiding WTV. in Upping
Their Security Game –

WTV. is a pioneering virtual events provider serving 
200+ clients across the world. Security is very 
important when it comes to virtual events. Clients 
want to see cyber security certifications to feel 
confident and safe.  

WTV. already had Cyber Essentials certification, but 
it needed renewal. They also wanted to gain CSA 
certification on top. Getting these certifications is 
a complicated process. Enormous amounts of 
information needed to be given to the accreditation 
bodies. This included hundreds of documents 
covering everything from operations management 
to physical infrastructure.  

Tulip Tech coordinated with WTV. and the                     
accreditation bodies to understand the needed 
information. Through its efforts, Tulip Tech helped 
WTV. to gain the CSA Level 1 certification and renew 
its Cyber Essentials certification. This will help 
clients feel confident with WTV.’s security and help 
their business grow. 

Operating in the virtual communications space 
at such a large scale involves maintaining a high 
level of trust. While history and expertise have 
value, certifications hold much weight in a 
changing IT landscape. Without the right 
credentials, trust from clientele is hard to come 
by. Clients want to see two key certifications 
these days: CSA and Cyber Essentials.  

The Cloud Security Alliance provides CSA 
certification to products and services as a 
mark of their compliance with standardized 
levels of cyber security. Various applicable 
factors are measured, and certification is 
granted only when the desired levels are met. 
The Cyber Essentials certification is another 
measure of cyber security approved by the UK 
government. QG Business Solutions provides 
the certification itself. Having Cyber Essentials 
certification shows a level of resilience against 
cyber-attacks and serves as a sign of good 
cyber security. Both certifications inspire 
confidence and trust in clients and show a good 
sign of reliability and security.  

 The Eminent Need for Change

Case Study



The solution to the problem was straightforward—the right information needed to be sent to the required 
accreditation bodies. But, gathering that information was not that simple. The required information 
spanned a broad range of topics. Data security, management, operations practices, policy compliance, 
and physical infrastructure were all included. 

TulipTech collaborated with an advisor assigned from WTV. to gather the required information and              
documents. We also liaised with representatives from the Cloud Security Alliance and QG Business         
Solutions to understand what was needed exactly. Getting familiar with and understanding all the 
relevant documentation was a challenge. But this was overcome through collaboration with WTV. and 
maintaining open communication.

While WTV. did not have CSA certification, it had grown mostly due to its excellent track record of 
serving large clients. They did have the Cyber Essentials certification, but it needed to be renewed. 
Since one needed to be renewed anyway, the company decided to get the CSA certification, too, as it 
would help them keep up with industry best practices. Current and future clients would also be happy 
to see the certifications since they imply reliability and safety.  

However, WTV. needed someone to handle the specifics of the certifications – and this is where 
TulipTech came in. Essentially, TulipTech needed to answer two questions – what information was 
needed for the certifications and where to obtain them.

 The Path Towards Transformation

A Striking Difference
Through continuous collaboration, TulipTech managed to get the right information to the 
right authorities. We helped WTV. renew their Cyber Essentials certification and gain CSA 
Level 1 certification. These certifications will enhance WTV.’s reliability and security in the 
eyes of their clients. As such, their business prospects will benefit from them. Through this 
project, Tulip Tech also gained familiarity with accreditation processes. This will help us in 
executing similar projects in the future.



Masum Shamjad
Founder and CEO, TulipTech

This project with WTV. was aimed at improving their cyber security creden-
tials. The main goal was to show clients that their services were safe and 
reliable.  

 We helped them get the right information to the right authorities. Sorting 
through all the documents was difficult. But, with solid collaboration, my 
team could take on the problem head-on and help WTV. attain the certifica-
tions.  

We are proud to know that our work will help WTV. show their clients that 
their services are safe, secure, and reliable, and improve overall trust in the 
company. 

If you would like to know more about how TulipTech 
can help with  System Integration of your platform 
with different technologies, such as WebRTC, OTT , 
VoD , Webcast , RestAPI , SDKs, Mobile& TV apps 
please reach out to the TulipTech Team.


